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Abstract. Honeypots are often used as a proactive attack detection
mechanism and as a source of threat intelligence data. However, many
honeypots are poorly maintained and cumbersome to extend. Moreover,
low-interaction honeypots are prone to ﬁngerprinting attacks due to
their limited emulation capabilities. Nonetheless, low-interaction honeypots are essential for environments with limited resources. In this
paper, we introduce RIoTPot, a modular and hybrid-interaction honeypot for Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Operational Technology (OT)
protocols mainly used in Industrial Control System environments. RIoTPot’s modularity comes as a result of plug-n-play container services while
its hybrid-interaction capability enables users to switch between low- and
high-interaction modes. We deploy RIoTPot on the Internet, receive a
large amount of attacks and discuss the results received on both lowand high-interaction modes.

1

Introduction

Honeypots are deceptive systems that simulate a seemingly vulnerable system
to gather attacks. Over the years, many honeypot solutions have been proposed
that are commonly classiﬁed to low-, medium- and high-interaction based on
the level of interaction they oﬀer to the adversary [2, 19]. Low- and mediuminteraction honeypots, due to their limited emulation capabilities, are prone to
honeypot ﬁngerprinting that may limit their scope [18]. Honeypot ﬁngerprinting
refers to adversarial methods that allow for the identiﬁcation of the honeypot
nature of a system. Nevertheless, these two classes of honeypots are the most
commonly deployed ones. Other common issues with honeypots include the lack
of ﬂexibility in extending/adapting them, the absence of support, and limited
documentation.
Despite the aforementioned limitations, honeypots are an excellent defensive
toolkit, especially with regard to the increasing number of IoT and OT attacks.
With such protocols being consistently attacked, in both consumer [7] and commercial environments [5], deception mechanisms like honeypots oﬀer an early
warning system and a method to analyse adversaries’ techniques [9, 12, 16].
Traditional honeypot simulations may run on virtualized environments like
VMs, virtual containers (LXC), or even language-based virtual environments.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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Kedrowitsch et al. made a ﬁrst eﬀort to propose the use of containers for honeypots [6]. The authors propose the usage of Linux containers as a platform
to develop honeypots and compliment their proposal by comparing the detection methods of popular virtualization platforms against containers. Kedrowitsch
et al. conclude that limitations exist in the use of either containers or virtual
machines as a honeypot platform. A much recent proposal by Reti et al. introduces the use of container-based deception for honeypots [11]. The authors investigate the possibilities of container-based honeypots and introduce the concept
of simulating container-escapes (fake network pivoting outside a container) as
a deception technique. Both approaches suggest the use of container systems
to achieve ease of deployment. Moreover, many open-source honeypots oﬀer the
possibility of a containerized deployment for ease of installation. Nevertheless,
besides the aforesaid academic work there are not many actual honeypot implementations that make use of containers. Furthermore, all existing honeypots have
a binary interaction level: they are either low-, medium-, or high-interaction [19].
In this paper, we present RIoTPot1 , a honeypot that: i.) breaks the traditional binary interaction paradigm, ii.) focuses on IoT and OT protocols,
and iii.) is designed with a modular-by-design architecture. First, the hybridinteraction level of RIoTPot aims at providing defenders ﬂexibility by giving
them the ability to utilize the appropriate interaction level based on their needs
and capabilities. For instance, low constrained environments scale better with
low interaction components while high interaction comes handy when deeper
analysis of attack is required. Second, RIoTPot supports many IoT and OT
protocols (i.e., Telnet, SSH, CoAP, Modbus, MQTT), with more to be implemented in the immediate future. At the moment, there are only a few real world
honeypot implementations that focus on IoT [9, 15] and even fewer for OT [12,
17]. Lastly, the modularity of the honeypot comes from its architecture; each
functionality of the honeypot is a plug-n-play component that can be edited,
activated or deactivated based on the user’s preferences.

2

RIoTPot Design

RIoTPot features a modular architecture that facilitates quick integration of
new protocol simulation modules. A modular software architecture is a structural
approach of building software components as modules by separating the the functionality of a program into independent, interchangeable modules, such that each
contains everything necessary to execute only one aspect of the desired functionality [8]. Figure 1 shows the high level architecture of RIoTPot. The prominent
modules in the architecture are the RIoTPot core module, the packet capture and
noise ﬁlter module, the low-interaction modules, the high-interaction modules,
and the attack database.
The RIoTPot core consists of the required components for the conﬁguration,
administration, and orchestration of the honeypot. In particular, the core module
provides RIoTPot with all the required parameters at startup. This includes user
1

https://github.com/aau-network-security/riotpot.
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Fig. 1. High level architecture of RIoTPot

preferences for speciﬁc protocols, proﬁle simulation, and the desired interaction
level. In addition, the core is responsible for the network management for the
high-interaction protocol services simulated on containers. The received attack
traﬃc is forwarded to the respective container that hosts the protocol on which
the attack was targeted. Furthermore, the core also facilitates the communication
between itself and the containers, if hosted on a cloud environment.
For the Packet capture and noise ﬁlter module the attack capture component
is responsible for storing the attack packets as pcap ﬁles, using tcpdump, which
can be used for detailed analysis (e.g., deep packet inspection). The noise ﬁlter
component ﬁlters out the traﬃc received from Internet-wide scanners like Shodan
[14] and Censys [3]. This helps the honeypot administrator to concentrate on
attacks that matter by removing the noise traﬃc generated by such services.
The low-interaction mode is achieved through independent packages, with
each package simulating a speciﬁc protocol. RIoTPot is implemented in Go language [4] and facilitates the development of a modular architecture through
packages. The packages act as plug-ins that can be added to the honeypot to
extend the protocols simulated. For example, the fakeshell package emulates a
system shell that can be leveraged by the SSH and the Telnet packages. The
fakeshell package can be extended to include emulation of speciﬁc commands.
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Furthermore, RIoTPot provides a template that can be used for integration of
additional protocols. The high-interaction mode is achieved by emulating the
protocols as services in container images. Hence, since a container implements
the full protocol the honeypot provides the attacker with high interaction capabilities. The containers act as high-interaction modules that oﬀer a full implementation of a protocol. Additional protocol services can be added by integrating
containers with the desired protocol services. The hybrid-interaction mode further allows the user to emulate selective protocols on low or high-interaction
levels. For example, the user can choose to have SSH in low-interaction mode
and MQTT in high-interaction mode.
The attack database stores all the attack traﬃc received on the honeypot. The
database is setup as an independent module to ensure data availability even if a
honeypot module is down (e.g., due to a crash or DDoS attack). The database
is accessible from the low-interaction and high-interaction modules for attack
storage.
To sum up, the design of RIoTPot facilitates modularity through packages
and containers as plugins. Furthermore, the modular architecture assists the
hybrid-interaction model of RIoTPot.

3

Preliminary Results

The honeypot was deployed in both low and high interaction modes on two
hosts in our lab. The hosts were assigned a public IP each, under an unﬁltered
network. We deﬁne an attack as any interaction with the honeypot as there is
no production value whatsoever. However, we diﬀerentiate incoming traﬃc from
well-known crawlers (e.g. Shodan). The attacks on the honeypots were recorded
for a period of one week. In the low-interaction variant, the protocols SSH,
Telnet, HTTP, MQTT, CoAP and Modbus were simulated through the plug-in
packages, while the high-interaction variant simulated the MQTT protocol in a
container. In addition to recording the attacks in the database, the hosts also
had the tcpdump service running in the background to capture the attack packets
for comprehensive analysis. A total of 7, 587 attacks were observed across all the
protocols simulated by RIoTPot.
Figure 2 shows the number of unique attacks received per protocol for a
period of one week. MQTT-HI indicates the high-interaction mode of the MQTT
protocol. We observe a trend in the number of attacks for all protocols. Furthermore, the number of attacks on the MQTT protocol in the high-interaction
mode is higher in comparison to the low-interaction mode. Moreover, we observe
recurring sessions from same suspicious actors on the high-interaction mode, that
included topic creation, subscription and deletion, and modiﬁcation of existing
messages in topics which have not been observed on the low-interaction mode.
Figure 3 depicts the percentage of attacks from Internet-scanning engines
(e.g., Shodan, Censys, Project Sonar [10], and ShadowServer [13]) in comparison
to the attacks from suspicious sources. We observe an average of 25% of the total
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Fig. 2. Number of attacks on protocols per day

traﬃc originating from 19 common scanning engines2 . Filtering out such traﬃc
reduces noise and alert data fatigue for the administrators.

Fig. 3. Attack noise classiﬁcation in percentage

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce RIoTPot, a honeypot that features a hybridinteraction model with a modular design for IoT and OT protocols. RIoTPot
addresses the issue of limited interaction and ﬂexibility, in addition to ease of
deployment. Our preliminary results suggest that the honeypot is attractive to
adversaries and is able to distinguish between suspicious traﬃc (traﬃc originating from attackers) and common scanning engines (traﬃc likely coming from
Shodan-like systems). As future work, we aim to extend RIoTPot to support
more IoT and OT protocols like UPnP, AMQP, XMPP, S7, DNP3, Fieldbus
and Proﬁbus. Furthermore, we intend to integrate threat intelligence reporting

2

For a complete list of the supported scanning engines see: https://github.com/aaunetwork-security/riotpot#12-Noise-Filter.
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through STIX to facilitate structured sharing of threat data [1]. Finally, we plan
to perform a more extensive evaluation of RIoTPot with an emphasis on ICS
environments.
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